[Issues of practice guideline].
"Practice Guideline (PG) or management guideline" is not an impeccable guideline but a tool to support a clinical decision, i.e., one of factors to make a clinical decision. When making a clinical decision, medical practice is finalized, taking into consideration of PG, patient's preference, social and national healthcare system. Even if PG provides a treatment method on the basis of high level evidences, we should not always uniformly apply to every patient. We can practice better with combination of PG, physician's expertise, patients' preference. When consulting PG, it is recommended to confirm in advance what society/organization prepared PG, purpose of preparation, preparation process, and developmental method, including social fairness whether healthcare cost is assumed in PG or whether industry is a substantial editor. As to the questions whose answer is not mentioned in PG, their controversial points have to be defined and assessed, retrieving literatures. This is so called implementation of "Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM)." The practice of EMB provides better evidences. PG is fated to be always outdated when published because new evidence will be additionally published, and therefore, it is always required to search for new evidences available at daily practice.